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See reverse....

shopping credit for each. Then, if you use a Fair Price™ (green-
rated) facility for both of those services, you will get a reward 
for each.

Can I receive a reward regardless of when I shop?
No. You must use Healthcare Bluebook within 12 months prior 
to receiving your service, even as late as the same day of the 
service. However, if you use Healthcare Bluebook and then 
delay a service more than a year, be sure to use Healthcare 
Bluebook again before receiving that service.

What if my service is already scheduled at a Fair 
Price™ (green-rated) facility?
That’s great news! Now all you need to do is use Healthcare 
Bluebook before receiving that service to qualify for a reward.

Is my health information kept private?
Yes. Healthcare Bluebook does not share information about 
healthcare services received by you, the enrollee, or your 
dependents with your employer. All healthcare information is 
kept confidential.

About the Go Green to Get Green rewards 
program:
• Rewards will be processed on a monthly basis. Rewards 

may be delayed due to the time it takes for claims to be 
billed and processed.

• Rewards are mailed to your home address and will be 
addressed to the employee, regardless of which family 
member receives care.

• Rewards are accompanied by a letter of explanation.
• You may receive multiple rewards for procedures rendered 

on the same day. For example, sometimes a patient may 
need a knee MRI and a hip MRI on the same day. In this 
case, the patient would receive a separate reward for using 
a high value provider for both of the services.

• SEHP reserves the right to modify or discontinue the 
rewards program at any time.

How do I know if I am eligible to participate in the 
Go Green to Get Green rewards program?
If you are an active member of SEHP Aetna plans A, C, J or N 
at the time of the rewardable healthcare service, then you and 
your covered dependents are eligible to participate in the Go 
Green to Get Green rewards program.  

How do I qualify for a reward?
Qualifying for a reward is an easy two-step process.

1.  Use Healthcare Bluebook to shop for your healthcare 
service on or before the day of the service. You can shop 
with Healthcare Bluebook any of the following ways:
-  Login and search the Healthcare Bluebook website
-  Login and search the Healthcare Bluebook mobile app
-  Call Healthcare Bluebook member services at

(800) 341-0504
-  Contact Healthcare Bluebook member services by 

logging in and selecting contact us

2.  Use a Fair Price™ (green-rated) facility, specifically:
-  For reward-eligible outpatient services, use a facility   

with a green price ranking to qualify for the reward.
-  For reward-eligible inpatient services, use a facility with   

a green quality ranking and a green price ranking to 
qualify for the maximum reward amount. Alternatively, 
use a facility with a green quality ranking and a yellow 
price ranking to qualify for a lesser reward amount.

It’s that simple! 

How can my family members qualify for a reward?
You, the enrollee, can use Healthcare Bluebook to shop for 
medical services for your covered dependents. If they use a 
Fair Price™ (green-rated) facility, then the reward will be issued 
to you.

If your covered dependents have access to Healthcare 
Bluebook, they can shop for you and each other as well. 
However, the reward is always issued to you, the enrollee.

Do I have to shop separately for multiple services?
No. You can shop for multiple services at the same time. For 
example, if you view an MRI and a shoulder surgery during 
one visit to the Healthcare Bluebook website, you get 
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Up to a
$1,500
Reward

per procedure

Check It Out!

ACCESS HEALTHCARE 
BLUEBOOK

SEARCH IN BLUEBOOK 
BEFORE SCHEDULING

On your PC, laptop and tablet:

On your mobile phone: 
Download the app.

You must search for your 
procedure using Healthcare 
Bluebook on or up to 12-months 
prior to date of service and use a 
Fair Price™ facility for your 
procedure to qualify.

Always check network status 
before scheduling.

QUALIFY FOR A REWARD!!!

No forms or extra steps required. It’s automatic!

Dependents also eligible for rewards. Please allow 60-90 days for processing.

1. Prior to scheduling, shop for your procedure using Healthcare Bluebook
2. Use a Fair Price™ facility of your choice
3. Earn up to a $1,500 reward on eligible procedures

List of Common Reward Procedures
See the full list at healthcarebluebook.com/cc/Kansas/rewards

MRI’s - $100
CT’s - $100
Colonoscopy - $150
OP Knee Surgery - $350
OP Shoulder Surgery - $350
Sleep Study - $125

Cataract Surgery - $150
Joint Replacements - $1,000 / $700
Spinal Fusions - $1,500 / $1,000
Ultrasounds - $35
Upper GI Endoscopy - $150


